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Mr. Eizenstat called attention to the publications of the Institute
that had just come off the press and were distributed around the tables
at this meeting. These are the Institute's 3-year Report, the papers
delivered at the recently held conference on Askenazi-Sephardi Relations
in Israel, and the summary of the Study of U.S. Corporate Investments in
Israeli Industry.

Mr. Eizenstat then introduced Morton Kornreich, of Harrison, N.Y.,
new member of the Institute's U.S. Advisory Board. He also reported on
the creation of the Community Associates of the Institute, whose
function will be to serve as liaison between the Institute and the
communities and A3C chapters and implement Institute programs locally.
He welcomed the following Associates who were in attendance at this
meetinq: Ruth B. Horowitz of Baltimore, Herman 3. Obermayer of
Arlington, Va., Stanley Rabin of Dallas, Richard Rosett of St. Louis,
Harry Lerner of St. Louis Park, Minnesota, Leon I. Charish of Woodbury,
L. I., and David M. Livingston of San Francisco.
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Israel's Economic Crisis

Mr. Eizenstat then introduced the following panelists to launch the
discussion on Israel's economic crisis: Elmer Winter, member of the
Institute's U.S. Advisory Board and chairman of the Committee for the
Economic Growth of Israel; Danny Halpern, the Economics Minister of the
Israeli Embassy in Washington; and Zelig Chinitz, who has been closely
associated with Max Fisher in Operation Independence.

Mr. Winter reported on his visit to Israel in 3uly where he
conferred with Israel's Finance Minister and reviewed, the measures
already taken by the government to correct its difficult economic
situation. As he stated in his letter to the Editor of the New York
Times of this date, he was encouraged by these measures which had
already resulted in a substantial turn around of the Israeli economy,
marked by the slowing of the rate of inflation and a rise in exports and
in tourism. Mr. Winter was therefore somewhat optimistic about the
future, but he was also concerned with the problem of how Israel
sustains this momentum.

Israel has become the "in" place for innovation, Mr. Winter stated.
He was particularly impressed with the innovative steps taken by Israel
in high technology although he questioned whether Israel would be able
to keep pace with Oapan and the U.S. in this area. He would like to see
Israel among the top 3 countries in the high tech field not only now but
in the next 5 to 10 years as well. That will not come about easily,
however, as the competition Is keen. Every industrial nation is trying
to attract high tech companies. Fortunately Israel has brought in Intel
from the U.S. which has made an investment of $150 million dollars in
Israel. National Semi Conductor has made a $50 million dollar invest-
ment, and other American companies have also invested in Israel.

Mr. Winter therefore recommended that the Institute give serious
consideration to bringing together top scientists, engineers and
business men for a day of meetings to explore this situation, talk about
trends for the future and propose what Israel must do to be among the 3
nations in such fields as artificial intelligence, for example. Another
area for Israel involvement should be in research for the American "Star
Wars" program where a vast amount of American government money is going
to be spent and where the U.S. would like to see Israel participate
substantially. Micro-electronics is still another area, Mr. Winter
added. He noted that he had given Mr. Gold a list of about 8 areas to
which a conference of experts such as the one he proposed could address
itself. He believed that the funds could become available if the
projects were properly presented. He concluded by saying that if the
Institute did not become involved in the economic development of Israel
the other things it did will not have meaning. Finally he gave credit
to Messrs. Halpern and Chinitz for their contribution to this effort.

Mr. Halpern reviewed in some detail the steps taken by Israel in
the past few months to put its economic house in order, including budget
cuts and reduction in salaries, on which the government has reached
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agreement with the labor unions. The agreement with the unions, Mr.
Halpern stated, was a major achievement since they play a unique and
major role in his country as they are part of industrial management and
ownership in addition to representing the overwhelming majority of
Israeli workers. As a result Israel has been able to maintain a fixed
rate of exchange during the past few months. This is a measure of
stability of great significance for the Israeli economy. The erosion of
the dollars relative to European currencies has been helpful in this
regard since most of Israeli exports go to Europe, and this has helped
Israel to remain competitive.

Mr. Halpern stated that there must be continued budget cuts but
more important, there must be continued growth in productivity and
industrial development, i.e., the kind of growth that can be translated
into increased Israeli exports. He recommended a number of ways in
which American dews could be helpful. Not only must we encourage the
Israeli authorities to continue to take austerity measures, which bring
with them great risks of unemployment -- an especially serious problem
for Israel -- but we must also interpret Israel's economic progress to
the general public. We can participate in Israel's economic development
by helping to increase American investments there. Mr. Halpern empha-
sized that American investments in Israel must be motivated primarily by
the possibility of financial success rather than by sentimental con-
siderations. Mr. Halpern singled out marketing as one area where
American Dews could be especially helpful as this is a skill that
Americans have and the Israelis lack. We can also encourage Israeli
authorities to adopt those economic policies, such as revising the
Israeli tax structure, that would have the effect of strengthening free
market prices.

Mr. Chinitz described the formation and method of operation of the
Task Force on Operation Independence -- a group formed last February to
help strengthen Israel's economy by stimulating investments there and
the marketing of Israeli goods abroad. The overall chairman is Max
Fisher and the co-chairman are Charles R. Bronfman and Morton Mandel.
It Is still in process of formation, Mr. Chinitz explained, but at
present it consists of some 55 Diaspora Jewish business and industrial
leaders and a like number In Israel. This Task Force is broken down
into smaller task forces concentrating on specific economic areas, such
as consumer goods, industrial goods, tourism and the sale of Israeli
government-owned companies. Each of these is further broken down. Thus,
consumer goods are sub-divided Into fashions, hardware, supermarkets,
etc. Mr. Chinitz emphasized that each of these is a working group, with
a chairman who is a leader in his industry and a professional staff, so
that a capacity for follow-up is built into the process. In fact, Mr.
Chinitz explained, it is this permanent mechanism with its capacity for
follow-up that distinguishes Operation Independence from previous
efforts to involve Diaspora Jewish leaders in the economic development
of Israel.



Mr. Chinitz stated that business leaders abroad were greatly
impressed with the fact that there is an industrial infrastructure in
Israel, and there was effective communication. With these working
groups in a task force — the Diaspora members and their counterparts in
Israel -- with the key links being the two co-chairman, and with proper
staffing, one can begin to see the scaffolding of a mechanism that will
structure Operation Independence in an on-going way. The project
management staff is nominal, there is no desire to build another Jewish
organization. Instead it is planned to co-opt the resources of existing
organizations and personnel in Israel and the U.S. Mr. Chinitz stated
he was serving as the temporary co-ordinator. To build this kind of
mechanism will take time; it is a long-term process, Mr. Chinitz stated.

Another difference between Operation Independence and previous
efforts having similar objectives is that this operation is kept devoid
of sentiment as Mr. Halpern had indicated. Basically, Mr. Chinitz
stated, quoting Max Fisher, "there is no such thing as a Jewish invest-
ment." If it is financially feasible it should attract investments by
non-3ews as well. Also, this is projected as a private enterprise
initiative. The budget for it is covered by members of the task force.
No government or institutional funds are provided for it, but the
government is the facilitator. Furthermore it has no political over-
tones. The entire government coalition as well as the Histadrut, is
behind it. Mr. Chinitz concluded by a citing some of the practical
results achieved thus far, and he was confident that this operation
would succeed in time in moving Israel towards economic independence.

In the discussion of the panelists' reports a number of questions
were asked which elicited additional information about Israel's economic
situation and economic policies. Unemployment in Israel at the present
time was not seen by the experts as a major problem. The climate for
investing in Israel was regarded as favorable, with wages lower than in
the U.S., a great deal of scientific talent available that could
transform advanced research into manufacturing for export, and the
government of Israel committed to educational and training programs.

Commenting on Mr. Winter's recommendation the Chairman stated that
this raised the broader question of what role the Institute could play
in the economic issues raised at this meeting. In particular, he asked
whether there were concrete ways in which the Institute could tie into
the work of the task forces set up under Operation Independence. Mr.
Chinitz thought it was entirely feasible for the Institute to do this.
Mr. Winter, responding to a question about budgetary implications of his
motion, thought that some professional assistance would be required.

Mr. Eizenstat moved that a committee be appointed charged with: (1)
exploring what role, if any, the Institute should assume in fostering
economic development in Israel, and (2) exploring Mr. Winter's idea of
holding a special consultation on opportunities for Israel in the high
technology fields, this committee to report back to the Board at its
next meeting.
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Further At t i tudes Research *•

Mrs. Hirsh reported on the meeting held on October 2 of a committee
that considered the question of further att i tudes research to be
undertaken by the I n s t i t u t e . She recalled that in the summer of 1983
the Ins t i tu te had published two studies on the attitudes of American
3ews and Israelis toward each other. One was Steven Cohen's Attitude of
American Jews Toward Israel and Israelis and the other Howard Smith's
Attitudes of Israelis Towards America and American Jews. These were the
most intensive and in depth surveys of the subject undertaken to date.
They provided us with important insights and data helpful to both the
Israelis and to us in planning of program as well as to other groups.

Because ihere have been s igni f icant developments since then that
could affect at t i tudes we have been considering new follow-up studies
for the summer of 1986. Among these developments Mrs. Hirsh cited the
economic s i tuat ion of I s rae l , the r ise of nationalism and religious
extremism, the increase in international terrorism and growing support
for Kahanism and i t s impact on the younger generation of Israel and
American Jews. The staf f had held a preliminary discussion with
Professor Cohen. Subsequently a special committee was formed to
consider the matter. The committee unanimously agreed that we should
undertake such follow-up studies both here and in Israel, replicating
the questions In the previous studies but including an over-sampling of
the younger generation. The latter was especially important, the group
f e l t . I t also suggested that new questions be added that would probe
changes in attitudes and the reasons for the changes, test for knowledge
about I s rae l , and probe behavior as well as attitudes on specific
matters such as investments, a l i ya , study in Israel, etc. Professor
Cohen had suggested that the study should include 500 American non-Jews
but the committee fe l t this would be too costly, suggesting instead the
possibil i ty of piggybacking on existing polls.

There was unanimous approval for such studies and some suggestions
were made as to their content. Mr. Davis thought that they should
include a sampling of teenagers. Judge Brown thought that a sampling of
non-Jews was important but Mrs. Hirsh fe l t that this could be done more
cheaply by piggybacking. Mr. Bernstein thought that the UJA Young
Leadership groups both here and in Israel could be control groups.
Mr. Winter cited Foreign Minister Shamir's recent statement that "Israel
represents the Jewish people on Jewish problems" and he thought that the
reaction to this statement should be elicited in the studies.

The Chairman's Report

Mr. Eizenstat gave an abridged version of a report he had prepared
on his month's stay in Israel during the summer. (The fu l l report is
appended to , and made part of, these minutes.) Mr. Eizenstat stressed
the following:
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Israel has won the fight for i t s security and independence. No
Arab country can defeat it militarily. This situation has led to four
internal problems, as follows:

1. The Ashkenazi-Sephardi problem, which was the subject of a
special conference in New York last Oune, of which the Institute was a
coHponsor. This problem s t i l l exists, especially in the educational
and economic spheres. It is mirrored also in the political system.
Although the gap s t i l l ex is t s , there is a commitment to deal with i t ,
and it is steadily being narrowed.

2 The economic problem. Israel is on i ts way to solving this
problem. It has made a good beginning and the second stage must now be
fully implemented, with the emphasis on growth. The Israeli economy is
not a bad one, even with the defense burden. In fact in most respects it
a model economy, and it can be restored with a reasonable fiscal policy.

3 Extremism and Kahanism. According to one survey, the Kach
Party would gain 10% of the vote if elections were held today, and in
two other surveys i t appears that over k0% of young people feel that
Kahane's policies are correct . But the situation is soluble. The
Dolitical system has ra l l ied to counteract Kahane's influence, with
strong statements opposing his views and the Knesset resolution that
would deny a seat to one who advocates racism or opposes the democratic
or Dewish character of the State. Other Israeli institutions have also
shown strength in handling this situation.

4 The increasing spl i t between the Orthodox and the secular.
Israel ' is not a society with pluralist tendencies. Until recently, the
Orthodox and the secular have existed side by side, and the former has
not sought to intrude on the lat ter . With the decline of the National
Religious Party, however, the extreme Orthodox have experienced an
upsurge. Secular Oews have been harrassed, and extreme religious
policies have been aggressively advanced in the public arena. All of
these are signs of a potential loss of cohesion and splitting in Israeli
society. There appears to be a growing bitterness that is very un-
healthy, and this may be was an area where the Institute could do some
work.

Mr Eizenstat also reported on his meeting with some of the young
people who had participated in the missions to the U.S. under Institute
auspices. The participants in the meeting were very enthusiastic about
their experience in these missions and felt that it should be replicated
with as many young people as possible. They also felt that while the
schedule of these missions was a heavy one, it could not be avoided as
i t had to be intensive to be productive. They made two basic sug-
aestions- (1) that there should be more direct involvement with
American Dews through visits in private homes with people of their age
and professional and vocational in teres ts ; and 2) parallel missions
should be arranged enabling American Clews to visit Israel in order to
see what Israeli life is all about. This could not be done, they felt,
through the usual kinds of U3A missions to Israel.
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Mr. Eizenstat then went on to summarize the discussion dt a meeting
of the I s rae l i Advisory Board on the subject of a new definit ion of
Zionism. The discussion was launched by an excellent background paper
submitted by Dr. Avraham Harman. The group had also received copies of
the background papers prepared by David Sidorsky, Henry Feingold and
Anita Shapiro. Mr. Eizenstat stated that the Board had concluded as
follows:

I . The Board believed that any re-def in i t ion of Zionism from an
I s rae l i perspective must be based on the following concepts: (1) The
Jews are one united, interdependent people with mutual responsibility
for each other. (2) Zionism to be sustainable has to be ultimately
grounded in Judaism. (3) There must be the survival and enrichment of
the Jewish people. The consolidation and strengthening of the state of
Israel is not an end in i t s e l f but a means to achieve the end of the
survival of the Jewish people. (<0 Israel is the national center of the
Jewish people, not simply another place with 3 1/2 mill ion Jews, and the
re l ig ious and cu l tu ra l center of Judaism. This brings with i t certain
corro lar ies such as: Israel has responsibility for the revival of the
Hebrew language; i t is also responsible for providing a refugee for
persecuted Jews everywhere (such as, most recently, in Soviet Russia and
Ethiopia) , and without i t we would go back to the pre-Zionist condition
of being a minority everywhere and without pol i t ica l power. (This is a
d i f fe rent question, Mr. Eizenstat observed parenthetically, than the
extent to which Israel speaks alone on Jewish issues.) (5) The apex of
Zionism is a l i ya . There was a very strong sense among a diverse group
of people that one does not total ly complete the definit ion of Zionism
without including a l iya . Although there never was a time when a l l Jews
lined in Israe l or Palest ine, a l iya must be held out as the ultimate
statement of Zionism.

I I . Given these basic concepts underlying Zionism, what then should
we in the U.S. do in defining Zionism? The most important thing, in
view of the Israeli Board, is to build a new relationship, away from the
donor-donee re la t ionsh ip , to bui ld a host of programs that would
encourage us here to re late more closely to Israel . This was more
important than the exercise of finding a new definit ion of Zionism.

Mr. Eizenstat concluded with the observation that the Israelis have
a great sense of i so la t i on . They want to reach out to Jews in other
lands. American Jewish involvement must go beyond the UJA mission, and
we need to construct a whole series of programs that would build bridges
with the Israel is.

There was considerable discussion of the Israel i Board's con-
clusions as summarized by Mr. Eizenstat. Mr. Silverman urged that the
Ins t i t u te focus on two of the programs he c i ted : Kahanism and the
religious vs. secular schism. On these issues he fe l t strongly that the
Ins t i t u te must take a stand, res is t ing anti-democratic tendencies in
Is rae l . This was more important than redefining Zionism, he thought.
Mr. Eizenstat agreed, though he added that i t was Fundamentalism and not
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Orthodoxy that we must resist. He believed that we must formulate
concrete programs to help those who think as we do. Mr. Szabad felt
that Mr. Eizenstat's distinction between Orthodoxy and Fundamentalism
was crucial. Related to this was political extremism. He added that
what he sought for himself was to be accepted as a 3ew, and Zionism to
him was secondary. He was skeptical that the political process would
solve the growing schisms in Israel that were alluded to.

Mr. Bernstein did not believe that the issue of Zionism is an
abstraction that we should abandon. We should arrive at some kind of
common agreement on the meaning of Zionism rather than seek to bury it
too quickly. On the question of Orthodoxy, since most of the American
olim are Orthodox some of our efforts should be related to them.

Mr. Eizenstat feared that no definition, no collection of words,
would satisfy both the American and Israeli Advisory Boards. He
suggested rather that we publish our background papers together with an
edited transcript of the Israeli Board's discussion. He added that in
the view of Mr. Abramov, Chairman of the Israeli Advisory Board,if we
came up with a statement we should also go on to formulate concrete
programs on aliya and other specific issues.

Mr. Shestack urged that a concrete set of programs was much
preferable to our attempt to redefine Zionism. Oudge Brown agreed. Ms.
Hurwitz noted that if a redefinition was attempted the Zionists would
have to have an input into this process. On the question of the
Institute's working with democratic forces in Israel, Ms. Septee noted
that we should not confuse democracy with pluralism, and we should not
take sides in Israel's internal controversies.

Mr. Gold moved that the Board establish a committee to explore the
programmatic implications for the Institue of the trends toward Kahanism
and Fundamentalism. On the question of the redefinition of Zionism he
moved that we publish the three papers plus the transcript, as Mr.
Eizenstat had recommended, but supplemented with an introduction
spelling out agreements and disagreements. Mr. Eizenstat thought that
the major differences concerned the issues of centrality and aliya. Mr.
Maass noted that the centrality issue was a tricky one on which we
should tread carefully as it concerned the political and religious
realms. On the question of programming Mr. Adler cited the activities
of other groups and the existence of other programs similar to ours, and
we should work with them or take them into account. Mr. Gold's motion
was then unanimously approved.

Ashkenazi-Sephardl Relationship in Israel -- Report by Dr. David Harman

Dr. David Harman, Visiting Professor of Education at Teachers
College,Columbia, who had participated in, and delivered one of the
papers at, the Conference on Ashkenazi-Sephardi Relations in Israel,
held in New York on Oune 12, 1985 and co-sponsored by the Institute,
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reported on Ashkenazic-Sephardic relations in Israel and its broader
implications for American Oewish-Israeli relations.

Dr. Harman stated that this was one of a number of types of
tensions existing in Israel at the present time. Others were already
noted in the preceding discussion. However, the tension between those
of North Africa and Middle Eastern origin (Sephardic) and those predomi-
nantly of European origin (Western) cuts across the others and is an
important ingredient of them. He noted that the divisions were manifest
in many areas, including the economic, educational and political. One
manifestation of the last-mentioned was the rise of the Shass party
which recently captured four seats in the Knesset. Its appeal was
entirely in the Sephardic or Eastern community. The support for the
Likud was also predominantly from this group, who in this way were
protesting against Labor party policies. The support for Kahane was
also predominantly Eastern or Sephardic, especially among those 18 to 25
years of age and with lesser amounts of formal schooling.

Economic deprivation and unemployment, educational deprivation, and
other hardships fall heavily on those of Eastern or Sephardic back-
ground, and Dr. Harman gave some of the historical background accounting
for this situation.

Dr. Harman stated that a wide variety of measures are necessary to
correct it, but such measures must proceed from a correct analysis. In
the future, Dr.Harman stated, the good communication that has existed
between U.S.Oewry and Israel will not exist. The young Israelis, the
generation that grew up since 1967, have a different outlook, based upon
their experiences since 1967. Moreover, they do not speak English, and
this will create problems. In Dr. Harman's view the Institute should be
giving special thought to the need to strengthen communications between
the two communities and such communication should be established around
substantive issues rather than just the giving of funds.

Mr. Eizenstat thanked Dr. Harman for his informative presentation
and adjourned the meeting.
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